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Overview and Learning Objectives

• Review effective/direct instruction (di) and 
Direct Instruction (DI)

• Review of available DI curricula 
• Student Readiness Skills
• Review basic teaching procedures

o Signal Skill Checks

• Data Collection Procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal is to first review effective/explicit instruction.  We are going to review different curricula available, student readiness skills, teaching procedures which will involve 7 signal skill checks.  We will also review data collection procedures and share some videos of classroom teachers using effective instruction with a variety of learners.Placement within DI curriculaProgress Monitoring Data-Based Decision Making (DBDM)Fidelity of Implementation-Treatment Integrity



Review Effective/direct instruction 
(di) and Direct Instruction (DI)



Characteristics of Effective Instruction

• Classroom organizational strategies that lead to 
high levels of student performance:
o Sufficient time allocated for instruction
o Adequate range of examples and non-examples
o Materials at appropriate instructional level
o Highly structured with focus on instructional 

content

Rosenshine 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student performance and student outcomes are our main concern.  Classroom organization and teacher behavior - correlated Evidence Based practice= effective instruction=good teachingConsider how many of these variables are in place within General Education classrooms.Organized/Structured Range of exemplars/nonexemplars.  When you look at a student who presents with learning barriers, such as an inability to generalize tacting skills that are explicitly taught, this student may be lacking these skills: Atomic echoic repertoire, Covert rehearsal, Stimulus discrimination with newly learned tacts (e.g. can discriminate a discriminative stimulus against close-in s-delta exemplars), Tact acquisition requiring only one or at least minimal teaching trials, Listener-to-tact Naming repertoires.Time for instruction- what are students learning outcomesActive responding- it’s a science, we use principles that have resulted in outcomesProvide many opportunities for students to practice new informationRequire and monitor independent practiceSkills sequence-  to catch up you need to start from the ground and building up, sequencing from easy to hardIncorrect responses- Ex- Think, try harder  (student never engages in a correct response if they failed and staff provided correct response)Pacing-  natural, should occur quickly, students should make progress regularly



Characteristics of Effective Instruction

• Clear goals selected and controlled by teachers
• Skills sequenced from easiest to hardest

o Appropriate pacing of lesson 
o Continuous instruction

• Begin lesson with review of previous learning
• Present new material in small steps
• Provide models
• Provide scaffolds for difficult tasks 
• Use clear and concise language
• Monitor student learning/responding to ensure 

high rates of correct student responding                                                
(Rosenshine 2012)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
?  Ask about continuous instructionThink about the lesson plans you create and the instruction you provide.  Reflect on these principles to utilize this structure on a regular basis.  As a former teacher, I was in your shoes, I often felt of the pressure of wanting to get through the material that was required of me… Not considering all of the variables that affect my learners outcomes.  Some of these components are like second nature and we do it automatically, Eqs, start lesson with a review, provide guided practice, provide opportunities for individual students to respond. Example: A child is missing a tact of a relatively common item, but isn’t a stimulus that the student comes into common contact with on a regular basis (for example going on a camping trip, setting up a tent, roasting a marshmallow), and the name of the item is a stimulus around which a story being read is centered….That lacking tact will lead to a complete lack of comprehension with the storyThe primary issue is that we tend to program for skills that are significantly beyond the current repertoires of the students being taught.The science is new and, while we know that the use of our principles has led to the most effective development of skills, there is no guarantee that the students will develop X repertoires in Y time (we don’t have perfect control of all relevant variables outside of laboratory conditions: the real world is messy!)General Ed integration:The instructional environment is littered tons of verbal s-deltas and student is expected to acquire skills in response to the targeted Sd’s that are not explicitly deliveredNovelty: different materials, different activities, varied reinforcers, but all centered around target instructional variables.  Our student struggle to be successful unless explicitly taught!



Characteristics of Effective Instruction

• Immediate performance feedback (reinforcement)
o praise should be specific

• Specific correction strategies for non-attending, 
non-responding and signal violations, response 
errors

• Establish instructional control
o Seating arrangement
o Introduce rules that the group is to follow right from 

the start
o Use clear teaching signals
o Use quick pace and group responses
o Use of individual turns as a tactical strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seating is strategic and close to the teacher. Lowest performing students (i.e. students who have most difficulty) should be close to the teacher than the others.  Promotes more salient discriminative stimuli required for the observing responses of these learnersReinforce compliance and attending.  Break up class clowns and place peer models in between.Presenting tasks until students are firm. Most difficult to comply with. Reinforcement- how do we attend to MO, what is valuable to your students? Tap into things that are valuable for your studentsReview MO, antecedent that alters value of SR+ and evokes behavior or abates behaviorMotivation is an antecedent that alters value and behavior with respect to some particular stimulus or event as an effective consequenceThe “matching law” must be taken into consideration when determining the amount of behavioral effort required to contact the reinforcing consequenceExample: Teacher’s mantra, “Learning this material is their responsibility and they SHOULD learn it without reinforcement”  Try coming to work everyday without receiving a paycheck for your efforts.  Remember that….Social SR+ is not valuable is all students and must be a factor to consider when designing instruction



direct instruction (di) 

• Systematic approach to instruction correlated 
with high levels of student performance

• Students will learn if we teach essential skills in 
the most effective and efficient manner possible; 
focus is placed on explicit and systematic 
teacher-led instruction 

(Carnine, Silbert, Kame’enui, & Tarver, 2004)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
synonymous wWhat is direct instruction or little di? synonymous with effective instructionDirect instruction is synonymous with explicit instruction/effective instruction.  A systematic approach to instruction at the student’s current instructional (operant) level. A lot of instructional models focus on extremely complex and advanced verbal behavior. However, if a student has not developed the requisite problem solving repertoires then it would be impossible to teach the necessary skills targeted to a fluent and generalized capacity.  It is intended for teaching basic skill sets. Most curriculums used at the tier 1/universal level are not designed for our students with ASD and/or for students with whom have significant language deficits.with effective instruction



direct instruction (di) or explicit instruction

• Correct previous day’s homework & review
what has been taught

• Describe goal of lesson
• Present new material in small steps, using clear 

instructions and modeling (“I do”)
• Provide repeated opportunities for students to 

practice with feedback (“We do”); monitor 
student learning through varied exercises

• Continue with practice until independent 
performance (“You do”)

• Provide review (“You do over time”) *videos  
(Rosenshine, 1986)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sooo using effective instruction and MODEL LEAD TEST you can teach any topic/any lesson/any behavior using this model of instruction or combination of those techniques… direct/explicit instruction…. give example of science, handwriting, etc..  VIDEO #1, 2, 3Sooo using effective instruction and MODEL LEAD TEST you can teach any topic/any lesson/any behavior using this model of instruction or combination of those techniques… direct/explicit instruction…. give example of science, handwriting, etc..  No matter what we are teaching, its about the effective components and delivery of instruction.  Teach explicitly. Everyday starts with a review, review what has been taught (Saxon- cycle back through the curriculum, combine/put together to do a different task).  New materials taught explicitly “My turn” modeling, then leading the group, then practice until students achieve independent responses.  Any of these steps can be done over and over again.  You do- student must nail it! If hesitant you can have student answer again.Teaching explicitly involves:review from previous lesson(s) and homeworkexplicit descriptions of the goals and expectations of the current lessonModelingPracticeIndependent performanceEnsure your model is an effective model (i.e. it evokes the necessary responses)If individual students show weakness in their responses model and prompt to independence until skill is demonstrated with appropriate strengthSimilar to your errorless sequence, you prompt, transfer, check response and verify to students they are correct.  *Video (1, 2, 3)Group instruction is the norm in the regular classroom. Most lessons are taught to the entire class or to small groups. Teaching more than one student at the same time is difficult.  In fact, just maintaining students' attention during a lesson is an achievement. And when we manage that, we often take it as evidence of a successful lesson.   Lets take a look at brief video of a teacher modeling these effective instructional procedures to teach her whole group of students.Active engagement is active responding!“Being verbally present” – FDE



What is Direct Instruction (DI)?

• An explicit, scientifically-validated model of 
effective instruction

• A system of teaching that attempts to control 
all the variables that make a difference in the 
performance of children

• Published, research-validated curriculum
• Formerly called DISTAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BIG DI- refers to using all of the scientifically, research validated, published curriculum. What is research-validate are the principles used across the curricula. The principles not the curriculum are research validated.  Curriculum that is attempting to control all of the variables of effective instruction.If you are straying from the script you cannot say that you are using research-validated curricula. However, modified instruction is appropriate for specific learners. Direct Instruction Teaching for Arithmetic and Reading (DISTAR)- origins of curriculum.Explicit instruction is effective for all learners not just those who have a difficulty learning.



Research Outcomes Show

• 1999 - Direct Instruction was identified as one 
of three programs (out of 24) to show strong 
evidence of positive outcomes on student 
achievement. 
o The program showed evidence of High Standards, 

Effectiveness, Replicability, Support Structures
• 2002 - Direct Instruction is one of three models 

(out of 29) with “strongest evidence for 
effectiveness.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Low performers are our targetsProject Follow Through was the most extensive educational experiment ever conducted. The study came about as many students were not successful in general education.  The communities that implemented the different approaches spanned the full range of demographic variables (geographic distribution and community size), ethnic composition (white, black, Hispanic, Native American) and poverty level (economically disadvantaged and economically advantaged). Parent groups in participating communities selected one approach that they wanted to have implemented, and each school district agreed to implement the approach the parent group selected.�Project Follow-Through75,000 students across 170 communities9 models of instruction3 outcome measures and reading math



DI Philosophy

• The DI philosophy holds that the single most 
decisive factor in student’s performance is 
the quality of instruction they receive from 
their teachers. This philosophy is based on 
certain principles:

o Learning is a behavioral process that can be 
observed and directly measured

o All children can learn when taught correctly, 
regardless of past history

o All teachers can be successful, given effective 
teaching materials and presentation 
techniques



Main Components of DI Programs

1. Program Design

2. Organization of Instruction

3. Teaching Techniques/Teacher-Student 
Interactions



DI Components: Program Design

• Program Design is characterized by 5 specific 
features

1. Analyzing Content

2. Clear Communication

3. Instructional Formats

4. Sequencing of Skills

5. Track Organization



Program Design: Analyzing Content

• Identification of concepts, rules, strategies, 
and “big ideas” 

• Detailed analysis of the content
o the content area is carefully analyzed to 

find key big ideas that can be taught to 
students to enable them to exhibit 
generalized performance to the widest 
possible range of examples and situations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal is to teach generalized skills. A common and persistent misunderstanding is that Direct Instruction teaches students to memorize simple responses to specific stimuli, commonly referred to as rote learning. In reality, Direct Instruction programs enable students to learn more in less time for the very reason that they are not learning isolated, unrelated bits of information by rote, but are learning strategies that can be broadly applied across numerous examples, problems, and situations. 



Program Design: Clear Communication

• Effective and efficient learner friendly 
instruction

• Five Principles for sequencing and ordering 
instruction to communicate clearly to 
students
1. Wording Principle
2. Setup Principle  
3. Difference Principle
4. Sameness Principle 
5. Testing Principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
developed five principles for sequencing and ordering examples to communicate clearly: ways to teach the Big IdeasWording Principle - general case programming2- Clear communication is designed:Principles of:Wording – Use words that are similar across instruction in order to prevent blocking of relevant instructional Sd’s Same language. Clear and concise.Setup –The only stimulus differences across exemplars are those that are relevant to teaching the relevant stimulus discrimination (when teaching tact “red,” then make sure that the target Sd’s are not different in other features to ensure those features don’t inadvertently control the response “red)Difference –S-Deltas that are similar in all respects except the relevant feature (e.g. when teaching the tact “circle” then competing s-deltas should have round features but not classified as “circle”)Sameness – Far-out Discriminative Stimuli When teaching the tact “circle” make sure that stimuli targeted for the response “circle” have various differences in features yet maintain the stimulus properties that control the response “circle”Circles with spots, different colored circles, etc..Testing – Checking for generalization of taught principlesWhen a completely novel circular object is presented and asked “what shape?” and the student fails to respond with “circle,” then the issue might need to be that he or she requires more exemplars to achieve generalizationIf the student continues to fail to generalize while programmed instruction is perfectly sequenced, then the independent variables that need to be analyzed are with the individual’s deficits rather than the instructionThis is where a Behavioral (rather than a Structural) Analysis comes into play!



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Wording Principle

• Use wording that is the same or similar across 
all items
o makes instruction as clear as possible 

• Helps focus students’ attention on the relevant 
details of the instruction
o by reducing distractions or confusion that may be 

caused by variations in teacher language



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Wording Principle



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Set-Up Principle
• Examples and non-examples share the greatest 

possible number of irrelevant features
o should be identical except in the critical aspect being 

taught
• Otherwise, students could attend to other 

features which could lead to errors in the future
o this ambiguity is considered poor communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Circle is the target skillCircle-ness vs. Other Shapes  *attending to the shape and its properties vs. other stimuli affecting discrimination responseSetup –The only stimulus differences across exemplars are those that are relevant to teaching the relevant stimulus discrimination (when teaching tact “red,” then make sure that the target Sd’s are not different in other features to ensure those features don’t inadvertently control the response “red)Circle-ness vs. Other Shapes *attending to the shape and its properties vs. other stimuli affecting discrimination responseSetup –The only stimulus differences across exemplars are those that are relevant to teaching the relevant stimulus discrimination (when teaching tact “red,” then make sure that the target Sd’s are not different in other features to ensure those features don’t inadvertently control the response “red)Try to control for irrelevant featuresEx.  Circle, red,Ex. Red pen, blue car,



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Set-Up Principle



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Difference Principle
• Non-examples are similar to one another and to 

the examples except in the critical feature being 
taught
o The difference of the non-example is just different 

enough to change the positive example to a negative 
example

• Most effective when the items are shown in 
contrast to one another 
o makes the similarities and differences most obvious

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you wouldn’t teach a circle beside a square because they are so different. the important thing to note with the difference principal is that the non-examples provided are JUST DIFFERENT ENOUGH to be a non-example.  These would be considered close-in exemplars.  What is it? CircleVs.What is it? OvalNon-exemplars share similar propertiesDifference –S-Deltas that are similar in all respects except the relevant feature (e.g. when teaching the tact “circle” then competing s-deltas should have round features but not classified as “circle”)



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Difference Principle



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Sameness Principle
• Show the range of variation using examples that 

differ from each other as much as possible yet 
still illustrate the concept
o Far-Out Exemplars

• This fosters generalization to novel exemplars of 
the concept

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are what we would consider far-out examplesSameness Principal- Full range of exemplars, teach exotic exemplars (circle- trampoline, dime, pizza, picture of a circle, donut)Show enough variation of what you are teachingSameness – Far-out Discriminative Stimuli When teaching the tact “circle” make sure that stimuli targeted for the response “circle” have various differences in features yet maintain the stimulus properties that control the response “circle”Circles with spots, different colored circles, etc..



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Sameness Principle



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Testing Principle
• Test novel, untaught examples and non-examples 

in random order
o assesses acquisition of the concept and generalization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Test novel exemplars, check to see if you have achieved “circle-ness”Differential reinforcement is correct responses leads to students attending to stimuli closerTesting – Checking for generalization of taught principlesWhen a completely novel circular object is presented and asked “what shape?” and the student fails to respond with “circle,” then the issue might need to be that he or she requires more exemplars to achieve generalizationIf the student continues to fail to generalize while programmed instruction is perfectly sequenced, then the independent variables that need to be analyzed are with the individual’s deficits rather than the instructionThis is where a Behavioral (rather than a Structural) Analysis comes into play!



Program Design: Clear Communication 
Testing Principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Randomize presentation of materials, so that students do not learn patterns of responding.



Program Design: Instructional Formats

• Designed to structure the interactions between 
the teacher and students
o examples, explanations, questions, and corrections
o clear and concise formats
o focuses on the important aspects of instruction
o provides appropriate support for students’ developing 

skills
o ensures clear communication with students

• Formats change as students become more 
proficient
o are gradually modified (5 formats) so that the students 

learn to apply the skills independently 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concise LanguageSequencedExemplars/NonexemplarsSpiraling and sequencingContinuous assessment and progress monitoring*Scope and Sequences



Program Design: Instructional Formats



Program Design: Sequencing of Skills  

• Maximize success and minimize confusion
• Learning can be made more or less difficult 

depending on the order in which skills are 
taught 

• Four guidelines for determining sequence
1. prerequisite skills for a strategy taught before the 

strategy itself
2. instances consistent with a strategy should be 

taught before exceptions to that strategy
3. easy to hard
4. concepts that are likely to be confused should be 

separated (initially)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
students should be well prepared for the next lesson in order to maximize success



Program Design: Track Organization

• DI curriculum are organized by tracks as 
opposed to many traditional curriculums which 
are organized by units

• Tracks are sequences of activities that teach a 
skill across multiple lessons

• Each lesson contains activities from several tracks
o spiraling curriculum



Program Design

• Provides opportunities for guided practice 
and cumulative review

• Incorporates continuous assessment and 
management

• Allows for General Case Instruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expand on General Case Instruction on the new slide



Program Design: General Case Instruction

“The general case has 
been taught when, after 
instruction on some 
tasks in a particular 
class, any task in that 
class can be performed 
correctly.”

Becker and Engelmann, 1978

Teaching Set

Set of all instances



Program Design: General Case Instruction

10 whole words
vs.

10 sounds and blending skill = 
○ 720 three-sound words
○ 4,320 four-sound words
○ 21,600 five-sound words

(Becker, 1971)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Popular curriculum- Edmark (sight word curriculum- dolch word list)Vs.Teaching 10 sounds10 whole words vs. 10 sounds + blendingThe former gives your student 10 wordsThe latter gives your student the capacity to learn……720 three-sound words…4,320 four-sound words…21,600 five-sound words…to de-code novel words with an atomic textual repertoire



Main Components of DI: Organization of 
Instruction
• Organization of Instruction is characterized by 

5 specific features
1. Instructional grouping

2. Instructional time

3. Scripted presentation

4. Continuous assessment

5. Reinforcement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2nd component of DI Program design describes the characteristics of the written program where as Instructional Organization describes the thing that the TEACHER does to ensure student success.  



• Grouping
o Group size and composition adjusted to 

accommodate and reflect student progress and 
lesson objectives
• Grouping is flexible and dynamic

o Group size is differentiated according to the 
needs of students
• Students with the greatest needs are taught in the 

smallest groups
o Cross-class or cross-grade grouping may be used 

when appropriate to maximize opportunity to 
tailor instruction to students performance level
• Groups are homogeneous

Organization of Instruction:
Instructional Grouping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Homogeneous- same level, same abilityDifferentiated instruction- so vast… not relevant (too hard or no progress) Two twenty minute lessons vs. one forty five minute lesson.  More important to do less time with denser instruction at the students instructional level than more time at more difficult levels of instruction.Consider group makeup…Peer models are not relevant when peers are not valuable.  Conditioning peers and practices basic skills may be initial first time to teaching. 



Organization of Instruction: Instructional Time

• Allocate sufficient time for teaching
o Schedule

• Allocated time must be used efficiently 
o Pace and rate of responding 



Organization of Instruction:
Scripted Presentation
• Ensures students access well-designed 

instruction
• Scripted Presentations

o Provide examples 
o Standardized wording
o Ensure precision
o Provide efficient corrections
o Controlled time per activity
o Increased academic learning time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students deserve precisely planned instruction which takes a LONG time - we can leave that up to the experts



Organization of Instruction: Scripted 
Presentation
• Relieves teachers of the role of instructional 

designer 
• Allows teachers to focus on effective delivery 

and making adjustments for individual needs
• Rules for reviewing scripts

o Decide where to add think time and get ready
o Where to add pause and punch
o Where to verify responses
o Where to add overt responses
o Where to add meaningful repetition
o Where to modify or add examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits of the script:  All of the instructional variables are guaranteed for you by following the script, provided the student has the relevant pre-requisite behaviors (otherwise a behavioral analysis is required to support the structural analysis in the programmed instruction).Must Dos before teaching: Preview every lesson!Prepare materials!Make relevant replacements and/or additionsHighlight/Mark where you pause and punch (what you want the students to do needs to be emphasized)



Organization of Instruction: Assessment

• Use of in program assessments to 
assess/monitor student performance
o Placement Tests
o Mastery Tests
o Independent Work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Organization of Instruction: Reinforcement

• Provide reinforcement to keep students 
motivated and increase the future probability 
that correct, appropriate responding will 
occur

• Natural reinforcing consequences
o Increase in language
o Learning to read
o Seeing their own improvement



Main Components of DI: Teaching Techniques

1. Active Student Responding
2. Instructional Format

• Group Unison Responding
• Signals
• Pacing 
• Teaching to Mastery

3. Correction Procedures
4. Motivation

*videos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Error correction- my turn/model, lead, testVideo 4- General Education, Math lesson, whole group, SR+, error correction, assessment, monitoring students individual performanceVideo 5- General Education, Reading lesson, vocabulary & fluency, whole group, “get ready” “what word”, clear, concise language, reinforced whole class (3 marbles)	How is this example different traditional models that most teachers have been trained in: round robin reading, popcorn reading, partner reading? Video 6- General Education, Math lesson, choral responding, practicing easy to hard counting skills, error correction, clear explicit directions, individual prompt to student who was not attending, attended to students motivation by splitting whole group into 2, competitive game “Who can be the loudest?”, utilized social reinforcement throughout entire lessonComponents:Signals: some are explicit and some are the prosodic rhythms in modeled behaviorPacing: Fast-PacedMotivation: The ones that are successful are the ones that are having fun (i.e. MO supports automatically reinforced successful responding)



Teaching Techniques: Active Student Responding

• Clear expectations (rules and routines)
• Materials organization
• Seating

o Assign seating
o Lower performers closest to teacher
o All students can see the teacher/materials
o Teacher can see all students in the group
o Teacher can see independent workers

• Instructional Format
o Model, Lead, Test, Verify:

“I do, We do, You do, Confirm”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expectations are set and taught early on Teacher reminds the students at the beginning of the lesson and throughout the lesson what is expected.  All materials are prepared ahead of time.  Initially group instruction area may need to be conditioned as a source of reinforcement. All expected behavior should be taught and reinforced, as well! 



Teaching Techniques: Instructional Format

Frame:  The teacher states the learning task at hand.

Model:  The teacher provides the expected response verbally or 
through demonstration.  If needed, the teacher repeats the model to 
make sure all students heard or saw it.

Lead:  The teacher and students respond together—several times if 
needed to ensure that all students practice responding correctly with 
teacher.

Test/Check: Students perform the task independently, several times 
if needed to do it correctly.   

Verification: The teacher provides specific praise—stating what the 
students learned.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frame- EQ or what will be taughtModel- I do, demonstrationLead- We do, practice responding togetherTest/Check- You do, practice aloneVerify/Verification- Teacher verifies the independent response of the student



Instructional Format:  Sample Format

Frame Teacher “Let’s say some sounds” “This is the word Man”

Model Teacher “This letter makes the
sound /mmm/”

“My turn to sound out this
word.  Mmmaannn”

Lead Teacher and
Students

“Say it with me, /mmm/” “Sound it out with me,
mmmaaannn”

Test/
Check

Students “What sound?” “All by yourselves, sound it
out.”

Verify Teacher
“Yes, /mmm/” “Yes, mmmaaannn”

manm



Instructional Format: Signals

• Cues that are used to control the timing of 
students’ responses
o Increases the likelihood of ALL students initiating a 

response
o Allows ALL students to practice the task
o Allows the instructor to monitor every student
o Allows the instructor to hear incorrect responses 

and correct them immediately

• 2 types of signals
o Visual
o Auditory



Teaching Techniques: Correction Procedures

• All statement corrections start with “My 
turn” and end with “starting over”

Error Correction Template:

Model: “My turn”

Lead: “Say it with me”

Test: “Your turn by yourself”

Verify: “Yes, ____”

Starting Over: Start at beginning of task/lesson



Teaching Techniques: Motivation

• Learning and motivation are closely related
• Student success

o When learning is harder, an increase in 
reinforcement  may be required

• Appropriate Placement 



Review of Available DI Curricula

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BREAKWhat kinds of DI curricula are you familiar with?



Review of Available DI Curricula

• Direct Instruction Reading Curriculum

• Direct Instruction Language Curriculum

• Direct Instruction Math Curriculum



Review of Available DI Curricula: Reading

• Reading Mastery
o Three versions: Classic, Plus and Signature Edition

• Reading Mastery Signature Edition (2008)
o Kindergarten through fifth grade  
o Fast Cycle is available
o Includes the following strands that are

purchased separately: 
Reading, Language Arts and Literature strands

o Transition Program between Grade 1 and 2 
additional 35 lessons to increase fluency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reading Mastery (RM Plus: out of print)Classic: Two levels- Kindergarten & Grade 1Function: Kids from headstart could learn to be on par with Grade 1 curriculaFast cycles available…. Teach lesson A B CReading Mastery: Fast Cycle is a program that teaches all of the skills covered in Reading Mastery I and II, but at a faster rate, with less repetition. Fast Cycle is designed as a program for average and above-average beginning readers who are capable of learning at an accelerated pace. It can also be used as an “intervention” program for older children in primary grades who are still reading at or below a first grade level.  RM Signature Edition: Newest edition availableK-5th Grade (Goal is 5th grade reading level)Components include: Reading, Language Arts and Literature strandsSignature Edition K = Classic Level 1 and L4LAll levels come with spelling programs that start at level 40/50Lessons connections include grammatical rules and spelling conventionsLanguage should be started first, after lesson 40/50 start reading	*for our students we may start reading first because we do not want to hold them back…  Data based decision and use unit or placement tests to guide placement.Classic Level 1 = Signature Edition K (previously Language for Learning)Classic Level 2 = Signature Edition 1 (previously Language for Thinking)



Review of available DI Curricula: Reading

• Horizons
o First through fourth grade
o Uses traditional orthography
o Other types of prompts used

• Underlines
• Different colored text

o NOT appropriate for the at-risk student with 
little language or literacy knowledge

o Student must demonstrate mastery of letter 
names and fluently follow instructions

o Four levels → A, B, A/B, and C/D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An orthography is a set of conventions for writing a language. It includes rules of spelling, hyphenation, capitalization, word breaks, emphasis, and punctuation.



Review of available DI Curricula: Reading

• Corrective Reading
o Fourth grade – high school
o Four decoding modules and four 

comprehension modules 
• A: reading at early first-grade level
• B-1: reading at late first-grade level
• B-2: reading at beginning third-grade level
• C: focuses on late elementary school 

decoding
o Comprehension Modules

• Begin with students at a fourth-grade level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Corrective ReadingGrade 4 – High SchoolDecoding and Comprehension ModulesFAST PACEDHigher levels of comprehension is requiredPlacement Tests don’t safeguard against certain lacking language pre-requisites (e.g. risking false positive measurement)



Review of available DI Curricula: Language

• Language Programs
o Three Main programs:

• Language for Learning
• Language for Thinking
• Language for Writing

• Formerly known as DISTAR Language I, II and 
III

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct Instructional System for Teaching and Remediation- DISTAR LanguageLanguage for Learning- Pre K-2 (prepositions, pronouns)Language for Thinking- 1-3Language for Writing- Grades 2-6



Review of available DI Curricula: Language

• Language for Learning
o Pre-K through second grade
o Oral program that requires 

no reading for the student

o Focuses on foundational language concepts and 
vocabulary

o Teaches common information

o Teaches how to analyze and make predictions 
around statements

o Fast Cycle available



Review of available DI Curricula: Language

• Language for Learning
o Student with less than adequate language 

knowledge and skill for their age
o Four year old children in preschool programs
o Primary age children in bilingual and ESL 

programs
o Primary age children in Title 1 and Special 

Education programs
o Students in speech correction and language 

classes



Review of available DI Curricula: Language 

• Language for Learning 
o Actions
o Descriptions of objects
o Information and background knowledge
o Instructional words and problem-solving 

concepts
o Classification
o Problem-solving strategies and applications



Review of available DI Curricula: Language

• Language for Thinking
o First through third grade
o Expands concepts learned in Language for 

Learning
o Applies concepts to build and 

teach problem solving, analytical 
and deductive reasoning skills

o Expands vocabulary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grades 1-3Expanding vocabularyLanguage 4 Thinking: Grades 1 – 3Signals: Hand Drop (for responses to acoustic verbal stimuli)Point/Touch (for responses to visual stimuli)Continuous sound signal: loop (focus, presentation, response, release-Sd to end response, verify-transfer trial)



Review of available DI Curricula: Language

• Language for Thinking
o Intended for children who are older or have higher 

skills than those placed in Language for Learning
o Children who have completed Language for Learning
o First and Second graders with less than adequate 

language knowledge and skill for their age and have 
trouble comprehending what they read

o Older children in bilingual and ESL programs
o Primary age children in Title 1 and Special Education 

programs
o Students in speech correction and language classes



Review of available DI Curricula: Language 

• Language for Thinking
o Information and background knowledge
o Reasoning and critical thinking
o Vocabulary development
o Observing and describing
o Comprehension concepts
o Interpreting graphic displays



Review of available DI Curricula: Language

• Language for Writing
o Second through sixth grade
o Focuses on teaching communication

skills through writing
o Supports writing skills through

writing narratives, use of specific 
words, making precise comparisons,
summarizing and retelling, as well as 
proofreading for punctuation, grammar and 
word usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Language 4 Writing: Grades 2 – 6Communication through writing, grammar, punctuation, Horizontal vertical lines, basic shapes, mastery tests, prompt/prompt fading lower case first then upper case 



Review of available DI Curricula: Language

• Language for Writing
o Students who have completed Language for 

Learning and Language for Thinking

o Should be reading and writing at the end of 
second grade or beginning of third grade level 
and have adequate knowledge of basic spoken 
English



Review of available DI Curricula: Math

• Math Programs
o Connecting Math Concepts: Comprehensive 

Edition 2012
o DISTAR Arithmetic 
o Corrective Math

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attempts a sequence mathematic skills *Lacks a lot of the mathematical concepts our students need to be taught directlyEffective sequences- easy to hardPlug for CRA and Jared Campbell



Review of available DI Curricula: Math

• Connecting Math Concepts
o Kindergarten through fifth grade
o Levels A-E
o Ongoing development of mathematical concepts 

and problem solving



Review of available DI Curricula: Math

• Distar Arithmetic
o Kindergarten through third grade
o Two Level – I & II
o Teaches basic math skills and concepts
o Frequent in-program mastery tests



Review of available DI Curricula: Math

• Corrective Math
o Third grade through adult
o Two groups:

• Group 1 – Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division

• Group 2 – Fractions, decimals, percents, 
ratios and equations



Review of Available DI Curricula

• DI programs are published and developed by 
the Scientific Research Associates (SRA), a part 
of McGraw-Hill School Education 
https://www.mheonline.com/segment/view/1/3

• Originally designed for instruction within 
general education setting BUT can be used with 
special education students in small groups or 
individually

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Curriculum not designed for special needs population

https://www.mheonline.com/segment/view/1/3


Student Readiness Skills



General Student Readiness Skills

• Complete or mostly complete VB-MAPP
o Extensive Tact Repertoire

• parts and features of objects, adjectives, class, yes/no, 
noun/verb combinations, noun/adjective combinations

o Uses carrier phrase when labeling nouns with verbs 
or adjectives 

o Beginning to tact prepositions
o Beginning to tact pronouns
o Beginning to use appropriate autoclitic 

phrases/sentence structure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Completed VB MAPP AssessmentPre-Requisites to DI CurriculumMostly completed VBMAPP plus…Tact Parts/FeaturesAdjectivesClassYes/No for all acquired tact skillsVerb-NounAdj-NounGenerally emits verbal operants within appropriate autoclitic frames



General Student Readiness Skills

• With some learners it may be beneficial to 
start the program prior to completing the 
VB-MAPP in order to teach some of the 
more complicated Level 3 skills using the DI 
curricula 



General Student Readiness Skills



Other critical skills:

• Choral/unison: Students’ ability to respond 
along with others in a group setting 
(responding on signal)

• Individual Responding: Student’s ability to 
respond when called on in a group setting

• Waiting for others individual responses: 
Student’s ability to remain quiet and attentive 
when it is another student’s individual turn to 
respond



Pre-Requisite Skills: Reading Mastery 

• Echo sounds/words
• Imitate prosody…speed (fast and slow)
• Imitate prosody…duration (sustain a sound 

for about 3 seconds)
• Follow simple instructions
• Ideally, should have completed at least first 

40 lessons of Language for learning or 
demonstrate equivalent skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
?? last bulletRespond to name??



Pre-Requisite Skills: Language for Learning

• Echo words/phrases with accuracy
• Discriminate and Tact many items and actions 
• Respond to simple yes/no questions
• Perform simple actions on command
• Describe objects (parts/features)
• Respond to name
• Basic prepositions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must have language for learning skills mastered firstAtomic echoic repertoire that encompasses echoic responses to modeled intraverbal chains, intraverbal frames, and varied melodic and prosodic inflections



Pre-Requisite Skills: Connecting Math Concepts

• Echo words/phrases
• Respond to simple yes/no questions
• Respond to “Stop”
• Rote count
• Match-to-sample
• Replicate patterns/sequences
• Prepositions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
respond to name? Important language skills that need to taught 



What Do I Teach if he/she is Not Ready?

• Start with teaching attending response
o “Show me ready

• Ready hands (hands folded on lap)
• Seated in chair
• Feet on floor
• Body and eye gaze oriented toward teacher

• Teach directions - stand up, sit down, etc.
o Teach first in imitation, then transfer to listener 

response

• Add to easies to card sort

*videos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-Requisites to Pre-requisitesReady hands, appropriate sitting, feet on floor, body and eyes positioned toward teacher Rule-Governed Behavior with slight delays in discriminative responding (e.g. When I drop my hand you are going to say “baseball”… “get ready!”)Basic verbal operants evoked by teacher’s point and to refrain from responding with a palm facing themTeach students to respond on signalVideos- These videos demonstrate how you can use these principals to teach responding in a group.  These students are not ready for DI curriculum as they do not have the necessary language skills or pre-requisites however these groups are built with the intention of integrating academic content and moving eventually into the DI curriculum.  It is that classrooms with few staff utilize these models of teaching to decrease likelihood of problem and increase opportunities to be actively engaged and responding with peers in a group.  Early Learners- BiglervilleGroup NET- Using SignalsGroup NET w/error correction



Pre-Teaching Group Responding

• Teach responding to signals across the 
operants
o Motor Imitation: “Do this”
o LR: Following Directions
o Tacts: “What is it?”
o Textual: “What word?”

• Reading story
o Echoics: “Say ____”



Pre-Teaching Group Responding

• Begin running teaching sessions in different 
locations and with others
o IT at desk
o IT at table (dyads, triads)
o IT within NET (away from table)
o IT within group

• Homogeneous grouping (same abilities)
• Same mastered skills (e.g. Level 2 Learners)

• Teach responding to “name vs “everybody” and 
“name” vs “someone else’s name”

• Teach responding to “My Turn” vs “Your turn”
*video



Review of Basic Teaching Procedures



Basic Teaching Procedures

• Preparation

• Signals
o Reading Mastery
o Language for Learning
o Connecting Math Concepts

• Error Correction



Basic Teaching Procedures: Preparation

• Critical things teachers should do to prepare
o Read over the script

• Decide where to add think time and get ready
• Where to add pause and punch
• Where to verify responses
• Where to add overt responses
• Where to add meaningful repetition
• Where to modify or add examples

o Practice the sounds
o Determine/practice the signals
o Determine materials organization/placement

Presenter
Presentation Notes






Basic Teaching Procedures: Signals

• Control the timing of student responses
• Enables students to be actively engaged with 

instruction 
• Allows teachers to monitor student responses 

and adjust instruction accordingly
• Allows for effective group responses

o Group responses become less powerful and 
sometimes even counterproductive if not in unison

• 2 types of signals
o Visual
o Auditory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most importantly allows EVERYONE to practice the task!!These signals need to be clearly presented in order to specify to your students what they need to do in order to contact reinforcement.SignalsDiscriminative stimuli that evoke necessary observing responses and control timing of student’s respondingTwo typesVisual- point, drop handAuditory- get ready, listen,Note- Doesn’t matter what curriculum you use…. It more about the format and model for instruction.



Basic Teaching Procedures: 
Visual and Auditory Signals
• When student’s eyes 

are on the teacher or 
materials that the 
teacher is holding

• When student’s eyes 
are NOT on the 
teacher but instead 
they are looking at 
their book or 
worksheet

VISUAL

AUDITORY



✔ Skill Check 1: Visual and Auditory Signals

• Teacher says, “Everyone 
read the title of the 
story”

• Teacher points to a 
picture and says, “The 
ladder is next to the tree.  
Where is the ladder?” 

• Teacher says, “Say the 
seasons starting with 
summer”

• Teachers says, “Your 
turn to get 21 going and 
count” 

AUDITORY

AUDITORY

VISUAL

VISUAL



Basic Teaching Procedures: Signals

• 4 Basic Steps
o Focus cue - to gain students’ attention and 

present the task
o Brief pause (about 1 second) - to allow think 

time
o A verbal cue 
o A signal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All signals have 4 basic steps.Focus point- hand raised Brief pause *intent of pause allows time for highest and lowest performers to respond Get ready- not always necessary *puts students on alert *helps early on4 steps of signalsSd to evoke an observing responseBrief 1-second pause to permit student mediating responsesWhy?   There is variability in responding across students and students that are less fluent can emit responses in unison with more fluent peersVerbal cue (“Get ready”)  more important early in lesson in order to potentiate appropriate responding to subsequent instructional Sd’s



Basic Teaching Procedures: Signals



Basic Teaching Procedures: Signals 

• The signal indicates the student should 
respond

• Signals are used only at the precise moment 
when student should respond

• Instructor only talks during focus position 

• Instructor never talks and moves…all talking 
occurs with instructor at focus point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Most importantly allows EVERYONE to practice the task!! These signals needs to be clearly presented in order to specify to your students what they need to do in order to contact reinforcement. Rule of Thumb- NEVER talk and signal at the same timeOnly signal when you want the students to respond!!



Basic Teaching Procedures: Signals

Point and Touch Signal

• Look at the stimulus
• Point to the stimulus while making sure all 

students can see it (Focus Cue)
• Ask the question or give the instruction
• Hold your finger in the point position for one 

second (Think Time)
• “Get Ready” (Verbal Cue)
• Signal with a tap (Signal)

*video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exaggerate point/touch, draw it back and then pointUse when students are looking at materials



Basic Teaching Procedures: Signals

Hand Drop Signal

• At the beginning of each step of the exercise, 
raise your hand (Focus Cue)

• Ask the question or give the instruction
• Pause for about one second (Think Time)
• “Get Ready” (Verbal Cue)
• Quickly drop your hand (Signal)

*video



✔ Skill Check 2: Point/Touch or Hand Drop

• Listener Responding
“Touch Your Head”

• Tact
“What is it?” car
“What do you hear?” knocking

• Echoic
“Say banana”

Hand Drop

Hand Drop

Point/Touch

Hand Drop



✔ Skill Check 3: Point and Touch

Frame Teacher “This is a tree”

Model Teacher “My turn to say what this is. Tree”

Lead
Teacher 
and

Students
“Say it with me, what is it? Tree”

Test/
Check

Students “By yourselves, what is it?”

Verify Teacher “Yes, tree”



✔ Skill Check 4: Hand Drop Signal

Frame Teacher “Everybody stand up. (signal)”

Model Teacher “My turn.  What are you doing? 
Standing up”

Lead
Teacher 
and

Students

“Say it with me. What are you doing? Standing 
up”

Test/
Check

Students “All by yourselves, what are you doing?” 

Verify Teacher “Yes, standing up”



Basic Teaching Procedures: Signals

• Specific Reading Mastery Signals
o Loop
o Slash
o Hand Drop
o Pronunciation
o Clap-Tap
o Point/Touch



Reading Mastery Signals: Loop

• Used for continuous sounds
o Single sounds
o Sounding out
o Rhyming (1st part)

Continuous sound signal: loop
1. Focus 
2. Preparation               1/5                        3/4   
3. Response
4. Release                                    2                        
5. Verify

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check teachers guide and listen to the CDAlways use loop signal when you want to teach sounds



Reading Mastery Signals: Loop



Reading Mastery Signals: Loop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sound it out and say it the funny wayOr You say it this way



✔ Skill Check 5: Loop

Frame Teacher “Let’s say some sounds” “This is the word Man”

Model Teacher

“My turn to say it. When I  move 
under the sound, I’ll say it.  I’ll keep 
saying it as long as I touch under it. 
Get Ready. /mmm/”

“My turn to sound out this
word.  Mmmaannn”

Lead
Teacher 
and

Students
“Say it with me, /mmm/” “Sound it out with me,

mmmaaannn”

Test/
Check

Students “What sound?” “All by yourselves, sound it
out.”

Verify Teacher
“Yes, /mmm/” “Yes, mmmaaannn”

manm



Reading Mastery Signals: Slash

• Used for Stop sounds
o Single sounds
o Say it Fast (when reading words)
o Sequencing (with pictures)
o Rhyming (2nd step)

Stop sound signal: Slash
1. Focus 
2. Response                   1/3                 2
3. Verify         

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuous/Sustaining sounds must have a dot underneathDot with line and arrowFocus, what sound, quick, 



Reading Mastery Signals: Slash



Reading Mastery Signals: Slash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You say it the funny way or you say it this way



✔ Skill Check 6: Slash

Frame Teacher

“We always have to say 
this sound fast. The little
arrow under the sound
tells me that I can’t stop
under this sound.”

“Read these words the fast way”

Model Teacher “My turn to say it fast, /d/” “My turn to read this word the 
fast way.  Kite.”

Lead
Teacher 

and
Students

“Say it with me, /d/” “Read it with me. Kite”

Test/
Check

Students “Your turn. Say it fast.” “All by yourselves, read this word 
the fast way.

Verify Teacher
“Yes, /d/” “Yes, Kite”

kited



Reading Mastery Signals: Pronunciation

• Saying sounds
o continuous sounds 
o stop sounds

• Blending sounds

Procedure:
• Hold up finger

o 2 seconds for continuous sounds
o Flash for stop sounds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With no visual stimulusSound it outSay it fastErrors occur… Again… Listen… or My turn….



Reading Mastery Signals: Pronunciation

Frame Teacher “Let’s say some sounds” “Let’s say some sounds”

Model Teacher “Listen to the sound. /mmm/”

“Listen to the sound. We 
always have to say this 
sound fast. My turn to say
the sound /d/.” 

Lead
Teacher 
and

Students

“When I hold up my finger 
we’re going to say, /mmm/. 
Get ready. /mmm/.”

“When I hold up my finger 
we’re going to say /d/. Get
ready. /d/.”

Test/
Check

Students “Your turn.” “Your turn, /d/.”

Verify Teacher
“Yes, /mmm/.” “Yes, /d/.”

dm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fist is focus point for all pronunciation signal 



Reading Mastery Signals: Auditory

• Used when students are looking at their own 
materials
o word lists
o stories
o skill exercises

• Examples of auditory signals
o clap
o tap table
o tap leg
o snap
o clicker



Reading Mastery Signals: Auditory

Frame Teacher

“Open your book to page
37 and get ready to read.
We’re going to read this
story the fast way”

Model Teacher
“Touch the first word. 🗸🗸 Reading the 

fast way. First word. Get Ready. (Tap) 
The

Lead
Teacher 

and
Students

“Read it with me the fast way. (Tap) 
The”

Test/
Check

Students “Your turn. Reading the fast way. (Tap) 
The”

Verify Teacher
“Yes, the.”  
“Next word. 🗸🗸”



Reading Mastery Signals: Combining Signals

• Combining basic signals for more complex tasks
o Rhyming

• Loop & Slash: for sounding out 
Loop stopping for one second at ball then slash to 
arrow

• Slash Quickly: for say it fast

o Say the Sounds - Say it Fast
• Pronunciation/Hand Drop

o Sound it Out
• Loop-Loop

o Sound it Out - Say it Fast
• Loop-Loop/Slash                                                 

*Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Videos- Read fast way vs. sound it out 1st grade RM (error on horn)Say the whole thing, error correction for signal and alternative response



Language for Learning/Thinking Signals

• Specific Language for Learning and Language for 
Thinking Signals
o Point/Touch
o Hand-drop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review those signals/when to use them



Connecting Math Concepts/DISTAR Signals

• Specific Connecting Math Concepts and 
DISTAR Math Signals
o Point/Touch
o Hand-drop
o Auditory signals (e.g. pencil tap, finger snap, or 

claps)



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• When an error occurs, corrections are 
immediate and direct

• During group responses, individual student 
errors should never be singled out
o all students can benefit from additional practice

• During individual responses, corrections are 
directed to the student who responded

• Following any error, evaluate your teaching 
practices (VR, prompt procedures)

• Correction procedures are spelled out in the 
presentation book under the specific exercise



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• Basic Error Correction Format:
o Model 

o Test

o Re-test



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction



Error Correction: Types of Errors

1. Specific Statement Errors
o wrong response

2. Student not attending to the materials or 
instructor

3. Student fails to answer when the signal is given
4. Student responds at the wrong time (before the 

signal, too long after the signal, when another 
student was called on)

5. Inappropriate Responses
6. Alternate Responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show me readyI need everybody to respondLets try it again



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• Specific Statement Corrections
o Incorrect response 
o Vary depending on the specific response errors
o Correction procedures are presented in the 

teacher’s presentation book under the exercise 
for which they apply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correction procedures are embedded in the manual (top right corner)



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• Specific Statement Corrections
o All statement corrections start with “My turn” and 

end with “starting over”

Error Correction Template:
• Model: “My turn”
• Lead: “Say it with me”
• Test: “Your turn by yourself”
• Verify: “Yes, ____”
• “Starting Over”: Start at beginning of task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not the entire exercise just the task



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• If the student is not attending to materials or 
instructor
o Teacher corrects by saying, “Let’s try again”, and 

returns to beginning of task
o Add additional verbal cue - “Keep your place”, 

“Eyes on me”, “Get ready”
o Signal/call individual student’s name
o Turn individual responses into group responses



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• If a student fails to answer when the signal is 
given
o “I have to hear everybody”

o “You have to answer when I give the signal”



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• If the student responds at the wrong time
o Before the signal

• “You have to wait until I signal. Let’s try it again.”

o Too long after the signal

• “I need everybody to respond on my signal”

• “You have to answer as soon as I signal”

o When another student was called on

• “It’s Lori’s turn”

*video



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• Correct but inappropriate responding
o Teacher immediately stops the students and 

follows this sequence:
• Models an acceptable way of responding

“I can say that sentence the nice way. Listen. I am 
touching my head.”

• Leads students through response
“Let’s all say that sentence the nice way”

• Tests students 
“Let’s hear you say that sentence the nice way all by 
yourselves”



Basic Teaching Procedures: Error Correction

• Correcting an alternate response
o Used when student responds with correct but 

alternative response (different from response on 
presentation book)

o Teacher indicates response is correct by saying, 
“right, some people call this ____, but it is also 
called a ____. Let’s use ____”

• This is important for consistency across 
students and on future lessons.

*Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video- Say the whole thing, error correction for signal and alternative response2 videos



✔ Skill Check 7: Error Correction

Error Correction Template:
• Model: “My turn”
• Lead: “Say it with me”
• Test: “Your turn by yourself”
• Verify: “Yes, ____”
• “Starting Over”: Start at beginning of task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Determine which errors participant will be correcting



Basic Teaching Procedures: Wall Cues



Data Collection Procedures 



Data Collection Procedures

• Placement within DI Curricula

• Monitoring Progress

• Data-Based Decision Making (DBDM)

• Fidelity of Implementation- Treatment 
Integrity



Data Collection Procedures: Placement within 
DI Curriculum
• How do I know which lesson to start at?

o Placement Test: confound
o Mastery Tests *

• as an alternative to the Placement Test to determine 
where student’s skill start to deteriorate

• Guidelines for grouping students
o Place children with similar scores together

• higher scores can be moved DOWN if not too 
discrepant

o Regroup children based on daily performance
o Consider grouping across classrooms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placement Tests don’t safeguard against certain lacking language pre-requisites (e.g. risking false positive measurement)



Data Collection Procedures: Monitoring 
Progress
• Assessments

o DI programs are designed to give teachers a 
complete, self contained system for monitoring 
student performance

o They include curriculum-based Mastery Tests
o These tests, which are given to students either 

individually or in groups after specified lessons 
have been completed, measure specific skills or 
concepts that have been taught during preceding 
lessons



Data Collection Procedures

• Graph lessons mastered
• Consider graphing mastery tests in a 

different color
• Track lessons introduced and mastered 

when students do not require all lessons 
(when skipping lessons)

• If you need more detailed data, consider 
using a detailed response data sheet for 
each task



Example of Data Collection



Example of Data Collection
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lessons completed- dotMastery Test- circle dot



Treatment Integrity: Direct Instruction



Treatment Integrity: Group Instruction



The philosophy behind the program is basically simple. We say in effect,
“Kid, it doesn’t matter how miserably your environment has failed to
teach you the basic concepts that the average five-year-old has long

since mastered. We’re not going to fail you. We’re not going
to discriminate against you, or give up on you, regardless of how
unready you may be according to traditional standards. We are not
going to label you with a handle, such as dyslexic or brain-damaged, and
feel that we have now exonerated ourselves from the responsibility of
teaching you. We’re not going to punish you by requiring you to do things
you can’t do. We’re not going to talk about your difficulties to learn.

We will take you where you are, and we’ll teach you.
The extent to which you fail is our failure, not yours. We will not cop
out by saying, “He can’t learn.” Rather, we will say, “I failed to teach

him. So I better take a good look at what I did and try
to figure out a better way.”

Engleman, 2007



DI Video Examples

Reading Mastery Video Series (this one specifically is regarding signals)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=num-ZanEz7I

Reading Mastery Sample Lesson
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ecommerce-
prod.mheducation.com/unitas/school/program/reading-mastery-signature-edition-
2008/sample-lessons/rmse-sample-lesson-reading-g1-l76.pdf

Reading Mastery Sample Lesson
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ecommerce-
prod.mheducation.com/unitas/school/program/reading-mastery-signature-edition-
2008/sample-lessons/rmse-sample-lesson-reading-gk-l108.pdf

Language for Learning Sample Lesson
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ecommerce-
prod.mheducation.com/unitas/school/program/reading-mastery-signature-edition-
2008/sample-lessons/rmse-sample-lesson-la-gk-l75.pdf

Your Training video series
https://www.nifdi.org/resources/videos/reading-mastery-training-series

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=num-ZanEz7I
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ecommerce-prod.mheducation.com/unitas/school/program/reading-mastery-signature-edition-2008/sample-lessons/rmse-sample-lesson-reading-g1-l76.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ecommerce-prod.mheducation.com/unitas/school/program/reading-mastery-signature-edition-2008/sample-lessons/rmse-sample-lesson-reading-gk-l108.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ecommerce-prod.mheducation.com/unitas/school/program/reading-mastery-signature-edition-2008/sample-lessons/rmse-sample-lesson-la-gk-l75.pdf
https://www.nifdi.org/resources/videos/reading-mastery-training-series
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